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" eu � 1j
"j! in 
"for u 2 E, where E = fu 2 H1(
") : u is doubly periodi; R
" u = 0gand 
" is a retangle of R2 with side lengths 1=" and 1, 0 < " � 1.We establish that every solution depends only on the x{variable when� � ��("), where ��(") is an expliit positive onstant depending onthe maximum onformal radius of the retangle. As a onsequene, weobtain an expliit range of parameters " and � in whih every solutionis identially zero. This range is optimal for " � 1=2.
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1 IntrodutionIn this artile we study solutions of the equation��u = � euR
" eu � 1j
"j! in 
"; u 2 E; (1)where 
" = (� 12"; 12")� (�12 ; 12) � R2 ; 0 < " � 1;and E := fu : 
" ! R : u 2 H1(
"); u doubly periodi; Z
" u = 0g:Solutions of problem (1) are ritial points of the funtional J �;" : E ! Rde�ned by J �;"(u) = 12 Z
" jruj2 � � log� 1j
"j Z
" eu� : (2)Note that equation (1) and the funtional J �;" are both invariant underdilations. Thus, there is no loss of generality in taking the vertial size of theretangle 
" to be 1.In this paper we �nd an expliit range of parameters " and � in whihevery solution of (1) is neessarily one{dimensional (1D solution for short),in the sense that it depends only on the x{variable. As a onsequene, weobtain a seond range of parameters in whih every solution is zero. Thisrange is optimal for " � 1=2.Equations of the type (1) arise in Onsager's vortex theory for 1 speiein a torus or in S2. Another motivation omes from (2 + 1){dimensionalChern{Simons gauge theory (see [HKP90℄, [JW90℄, [D96℄, [T96℄, [DJLW98℄,[NT99℄). More preisely, when the vortex number N = 1 and the Chern{Simons oupling onstant tends to zero, Tarantello [T96℄ showed that theasymptoti behavior of some solutions solve the limiting equation��u = 4� K(x)euR
" K(x)eu � 1j
"j! ; (3)whereK is a preassigned nonnegative funtion. Here we treat the aseK � 1.When � � 0, it is easy to verify that the funtional J �;" is stritly onvex.As a onsequene, zero is the only solution of (1) when � � 0.Note also that, by Jensen's inequality, (1=j
"j) R
" eu � 1 for every u 2 E.As a onsequene, the funtional J �;" is noninreasing in �.2



By Moser{Trudinger inequality [M71℄, it is easy to verify that the fun-tional J �;" is bounded from below if and only if � � 8�. In addition, onean hek that for � < 8�, J �;" is oerive and lower semiontinuous, andhene it admits an absolute minimizer (minimizer from now on). Note thatsine zero is a solution of (1), zero ould be a minimizer of J �;". Note alsothat J �;"(0) = 0. Similar existene results when � < 8� have been provedin [CLMP92℄ and [Ki93℄ for the funtional J �;" onsidered in H10 (Dirihletboundary onditions).For � = 8�, the existene of a minimizer u 2 E of J �;" is a more subtlequestion. Nolaso and Tarantello [NT99℄ established that a minimizer existsfor every retangle.In the ase where the funtional is unbounded from below, � > 8�, Struweand Tarantello [ST98℄ proved that the trivial solution u � 0 remains a stritloal minimum for � < 4�2 and " = 1, and that the funtional J �;1 exhibitsa mountain-pass struture leading to the existene of truly two{dimensionalsolutions for eah � 2 (8�; 4�2).On the other hand, Riiardi and Tarantello [RT98℄ proved that � > 4�2"is a neessary and suÆient ondition for the existene of at least one nonzeroone{dimensional solution. Moreover, when 4�2" < 8� (i.e., " < 2=�; seeFigure 1 below) and � 2 (4�2"; 8�℄, an appropriate hoie of a test funtionshows that any minimizer is nonzero (see [RT98℄ or Proposition 4.1 below).In this artile we onsider the parameter range � � 8�. We �nd an expliitpositive funtion ��(") of " suh that: if � � ��(") then every solution is 1D.The funtion ��(") depends on the maximum onformal radius R" of 
" (seeAppendix A for the de�nition and properties of R"). The expliit expressionof ��(") in terms of R" is given in the following theorem.Theorem 1.1. Let R" be the maximum onformal radius of the retangle 
"and let u be a solution of (1). If� � ��(") := 16�3�2 + 2=R2" +p(�2 + 2=R2")2 � 8�3=j
"j ; (4)then �yu � 0. That is, u is a 1D solution, meaning that u depends only onthe x{variable.The funtion �� satis�es 0 < ��(") < 8� for all " 2 (0; 1℄. It is pituredwith high preision in Figure 1 below using expression (4) and the expliitformula (19) (that we prove in an appendix) for the maximum onformalradius R" of the retangle. Note also that lim"#0 ��(") = (2=3)8�.Sine, by [RT98℄, every 1D solution of (1) is zero when � � 4�2", our the-orem implies that every solution is identially zero for � � minf��("); 4�2"g3



Figure 1. In region A, every solution is zero. In region B, everysolution is 1D; moreover, any minimizer is nonzero. In region C,there exists a nonzero minimizer. In region D, the existene ofa nonzero solution is an open problem.(that is, in region A of the �gure). As a onsequene, let "0 be the uniquesolution of ��("0) = 4�2"0 and let " � "0 ' 0:509. Sine the in�mum of J �;"is stritly negative for � > 4�2" (see [RT98℄ or Proposition 4.1 below), then(1) admits a nonzero solution if and only if J �;" admits a nonzero minimizer,and if and only if � 2 (4�2"; 8�℄. That is, we have the following result.Corollary 1.2. If � � minf��("); 4�2"g ; where �� is given in Theorem 1.1,then u � 0 is the unique solution of (1).Moreover, let "0 be the unique solution of ��("0) = 4�2"0. Assume that" � "0 and 0 < � � 8�. Then, (1) admits a nonzero solution if and only ifJ �;" admits a nonzero minimizer, and if and only if � 2 (4�2"; 8�℄.In ase 8� � 4�2" (i.e., " � 2=�), the existene or nonexistene of nonzerominimizers, and also of nonzero solutions, for some � � 8� were open ques-tions. Sine ��(1) ' 8� � 0:879, from Theorem 1.1 we dedue that for thesquare (" = 1) and � = 4�, problem (1) admits only the zero solution. Thisimproves a result of [ST98℄ stating that (1) admits only the zero solution for �small enough. Note that � = 4� is a relevant parameter sine it orrespondsto one vortex, as in equation (3). 4



In region D of Figure 1 it is still not known if there exists a nonzerosolution.The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is estimate (11) of Proposi-tion 2.2 below. This estimate is an L1 bound for solutions of (1) for every� < 8�. This kind of estimates for problem (1) are deliate to establish(see Remark 2.3 for more omments on this diretion). Our estimate (11) isnot the best possible, but it is ompletely expliit in terms of � and ". Thetehniques that lead to our L1 bound are onformal transformations and anisoperimetri inequality due to Bandle [B73℄, stated in Proposition 2.1 below.Our approah is very lose to a work of Kiessling [Ki95℄ that establisheduniqueness results for similar equations, with the di�erene that here we takeinto aount the maximum onformal radius of the domain 
".The artile is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we establish the L1 bound(11) for solutions of problem (1). In Setion 3 we prove a Poinar�e inequality,Theorem 1.1, and Corollary 1.2. In Setion 4 we establish an upper boundfor inf J �;" and state some symmetry properties of the minimizers of J �;".Finally, in Appendix A we de�ne the maximum onformal radius of a domainand we prove an expliit formula for it when the domain is a retangle.2 An L1 bound for solutionsThis setion is onerned with some isoperimetri type inequalities and supre-mum bounds for subsolutions of the loal equation ��v = ev. We proveestimate (11) of Proposition 2.2, whih is the bound that we will use in thefollowing setion to establish Theorem 1.1.Proposition 2.1. Let 
 be a simply onneted bounded domain of R2 andv 2 C2(
) be a funtion satisfying��v � ev in 
:Then, the following hold :(i) (Bol's inequality) Given ! �� 
, with ! smooth and simply onneted,we have L(�!)2 � 12 f8� �m(!)gm(!); (5)where L(�!) = Z�! ev=2dl and m(!) = Z! evdxdy: (6)
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(ii) (Bandle) Let 
 = BR = BR(0) be a ball of radius R and assume thatm := RBR ev < 8�. Then, ev(0) � 8�jBRj m8� �m: (7)(iii) Let 
 = 
" = (�1=(2"); 1=(2")) � (�1=2; 1=2). Assume that m :=R
" ev < 8� and let R" be the maximum onformal radius of 
". Then,ev(0) � 8R2" m8� �m: (8)Statements (i) and (ii) are well known. The novelty here is statement(iii) in retangles, whih plays a ruial role in our main result. Note that,sine v is periodi, the maximum of v an be loated at the origin after atranslation. As a onsequene of this, Proposition 2.1(iii) gives a bound forexpfmax
" vg.Proof of Proposition 2.1.(i) For the sake of ompleteness we inlude here a sketh of the proof. Werefer to [B80℄ (Setion I.3.6), [S92℄ or [S94℄ for detailed proofs.Consider the onformal metri d�2 = evdxdy in !. Let ' = d�(�; �!)be the distane to �! indued by this metri. For t � 0, onsider �(t) =f(x; y) 2 ! : '(x; y) = tg and !(t) = f(x; y) 2 ! : '(x; y) > tg. The goal isto �nd a relation betweenL(t) := Z�(t) d� and m(t) := Z!(t) d�2:Note that for t = 0 these quantities oinide with L(�!) and m(!), respe-tively, as de�ned in (6).By the oarea formula, we havem(t) = Z!(t) evdxdy = Z t�t ds Z�(s) evjr'jdl;where dl is the Eulidean length element and t� = sup! '. Moreover, mis di�erentiable at almost every t and, sine jr'j = ev=2 (where r denotesalways the Eulidean gradient), we have thatm0(t) = � Z�(t) evjr'jdl = � Z�(t) ev=2dl = � Z�(t) d� = �L(t) (9)for almost every t. 6



Hartman [H64℄ showed that �(t) is a pieewise C2 urve for a.e. t. Denotethe Eulidean urvature of �(t) by K�(t), and note that d=dt = e�v=2�=��,where � is the Eulidean exterior unit normal to �(t) and d=dt denotesderivative of a funtion with respet to t in the orthogonal diretion to �(t).In general, the funtion L is not everywhere ontinuous, but for a.e. t,L(t) = R�(t) ev=2dl is di�erentiable at t. At suh points, by the Gauss{Bonnetformula in ase that �(t) has no angles, we obtainL0(t) = � Z�(t)K�(t)dl � Z�(t) e�v=2 �ev=2�� dl = �2� � 12 Z�(t) �v�� dl= �2� � 12 Z!(t) �v dxdy � �2� + 12m(t): (10)It an be shown that this inequality, L0(t) � �2� + m(t)=2, remains validwhen �(t) has angles, and hene for a.e. t.Multiply now this di�erential inequality by 2L(t) and integrate over [0; t�℄,to formally obtainL(�!)2 � 4�m(!)� 12m(!)2 = 12(8� �m(!))m(!);where we have used that L(t�) � 0 and m(t�) = 0. In [H64℄ it is shown thatthis formal integration is allowed.(ii) This part is a result due to Bandle ([B73℄, [B80℄). Its proof uses Bol'sinequality and, for the sake of ompleteness, we inlude it here following[B80℄ (Lemma 1.2, page 43). SetBR = BR(0); Br = Br(0); and K(r) := ZBr ev;for 0 < r < R.Using Shwarz and Bol's inequalities, we haveK 0(r) = Z�Br ev � 12�r �Z�Br ev=2�2 � 14�r f8� �K(r)gK(r):Sine 8� �K(r) > 0 by hypothesis, we obtainK 0(r)f8� �K(r)gK(r) � 14�r :Integrating from r0 to R, and letting r0 ! 0, it is easy to onludeev(0) � 8K(R)R2f8� �K(R)g = 8�jBRj m8� �m:7



(iii) This result follows from the observation that the inequality of part (ii)is onformally invariant. More preisely, let R" be the maximum onformalradius of 
". We know (see Appendix A) that there is a onformal map' : B1(0)! 
", one to one and onto, suh that '(0) = 0 and '0(0) = R" > 0.Given v 2 C2(
"), it is easy to hek that�(v Æ ') = j'0j2�v Æ ' and �(log j'0j2) = 0:Thus, by setting ~v = v Æ '+ log j'0j2, we have that��v � ev in 
" if and only if ��~v � e~v in B1:Note that RB1 e~v = R
" ev and ev(0) = e~v(0)=R2". Hene, from part (ii) appliedto ~v with R = 1, we immediately obtain (8).Next, we use Proposition 2.1(iii) to obtain the following estimate for so-lutions of our nonloal equation (1).Proposition 2.2. Let 0 < � < 8�, u be a solution of (1), and R" be themaximum onformal radius of 
". Then,euR
" eu � � 8R2" � �j
"j� 18� � � in 
": (11)Proof. Setting v := u+ log�� log Z
" eu;we have ��v = ��u = � euR
" eu � 1j
"j! � � euR
" eu = evand Z
" ev = �:Sine u is doubly periodi, we may plae its maximum at the origin. Hene,from Proposition 2.1(iii) we obtainev=� � B0 := 8R2" (8� � �)�1: (12)Estimate (12) holds for every solution u. In partiular it holds for u � 0,in whih ase v � log(�"). Using this v in (12) and letting � # 0, we dedue" � 1�R2" ; (13)8



an inequality related to the maximum onformal radius that we will use inseveral future oasions. First, (13) implies that the onstant B0 de�nedby (12) satis�es B0 > ", whihever 0 < � < 8� is.Assume now the existene of a onstant Bn > " suh that ev=� � Bn.Then ��v = (1� �j
"jev )ev � (1� 1j
"jBn )ev:Sine Bn > ", we have 1 � 1=(j
"jBn) > 0 and hene the funtion w :=v + logf1 � 1=(j
"jBn)g is a new subsolution of ��w = ew. Moreover, itsatis�es Z
" ew = (1� 1j
"jBn )� < � < 8�:Applying Proposition 2.1(iii) to w we dedue thatev=� � Bn+1 := 8R2" (8� � �+ �j
"jBn )�1:Note that Bn+1 > ", sine �� + �=(j
"jBn) < 0.Hene, we have obtained a sequene (Bn) de�ned byB0 = 8R2" (8� � �)�1; Bn+1 = 8R2" �8� � �+ �j
"jBn��1 ;with Bn > " and suh that ev=� � Bn for all n. Note that B1 < B0follows immediately from the de�nition of these two onstants. Now, byindution, the reurrene relation leads to Bn+1 < Bn. Hene, the sequeneis dereasing, and we an use the reurrene relation to �ndlimn!+1Bn = ( 8R2" � �j
"j)(8� � �)�1:We onlude thateuR
" eu = ev=� � ( 8R2" � �j
"j)(8� � �)�1;whih is estimate (11).Remark 2.3. In [DJLW97℄ and [NT98℄ it is proved that for minimizers u and� � 8�, the left hand side of (11) is uniformly bounded by a onstant C(")depending only on ". Atually, from a result of Chen and Lin [CL℄, suha uniform a priori estimate up to � � 8� also holds for every solution u.However, these proofs use blow{up arguments and hene do not give an9



expliit value for suh a onstant C("). This is the reason why these estimatesup to � � 8� annot be used in our future arguments to obtain expliit rangesof parameters as in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. Instead, Proposition 2.2gives an expliit estimate. However, it is not optimal for " �xed sine itblows{up as � " 8�.3 A Poinar�e estimate. Proof of Theorem 1.1and Corollary 1.2To prove our results, we use the apriori estimate (11) of last setion togetherwith the following Poinar�e estimate for the y{partial derivative of everysolution.Proposition 3.1. Let u be a solution of (1) with its maximum loated atthe origin, and let  := �yu. Then,Z 1=2�1=2  (x; y)dy = 0 for all x 2 [�1=(2"); 1=(2")℄ (14)and, if  6� 0, we have 4�2 Z
"  2 < Z
" jr j2: (15)Proof. Note that (14) is an immediate onsequene of the fat that u isperiodi. To prove inequality (15), let us de�neV := f� 2 H1(
") : � is doubly periodi and Z 1=2�1=2 �(x; y)dy = 0 8xg:Note that  = �yu 2 V . Using Fourier series, it is easy to hek that� := inf�2V nf0g R
" jr�j2R
" �2is ahieved by some w 2 V n f0g satisfying��w = �w; w(x; y) = f(x)g(y);�f 00(x) = �f(x); and � g00(y) = �g(y); Z 1=2�1=2 g(y)dy = 0:10



Moreover, � = � + �.The periodiity for g and the fat that it has mean zero imply that� > 0; � = (2n�)2 and g(y) = A sin(2n�y):The periodiity for f imply that � � 0. Hene, the least eigenvalue is � = 0,orresponding to f identially onstant. Therefore, the �rst eigenvalue in Vis given by � = 4�2.Therefore, realling that  := �yu 2 V , we get from the above disussionthat 4�2 Z
"  2 � Z
" jr j2: (16)Finally, assume that  6� 0 and, arguing by ontradition, that equalityin (16) holds. Then,  = �yu is a multiple of the funtion sin(2�y) and notidentially zero. Therefore, there exists some funtion eu 2 E depending onlyin the variable x suh thatu(x; y) = eu(x) + t os(2�y)with t 6= 0 (sine �yu 6� 0). Sine u is a solution to problem (1) we obtain�eu00(x) + 4�2t os(2�y) = � eeu(x)et os(2�y)R
" eeu(x)et os(2�y) � 1j
"j! :Taking x = 0 in the last equality and using that f1; os(2�y); et os(2�y)g arelinearly independent funtions in [�1=2; 1=2℄, we obtain t = 0, a ontradi-tion.Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let u be a solution of (1). We may assume that � > 0sine, as mentioned in the Introdution, when � � 0 the funtional J �;" isstritly onvex and hene zero is the only solution of (1).After a translation we may assume that the maximum of u is loated atthe origin. Set  := �yu and assume that  6� 0. Di�erentiating equation(1) with respet to y, we obtain�� = � euR
" eu :We multiply this equation by  , integrate in 
" and use Proposition 2.2to obtainZ
" jr j2 = � Z
" euR
" eu 2 � � 8R2" � �j
"j� �8� � � Z
"  2: (17)11



By Proposition 3.1, the left hand side of (17) is stritly greater than4�2 R
"  2. Therefore, we dedue4�2 < � 8R2" � �j
"j� �8� � �;or equivalently, �2j
"j � �4�2 + 8R2"��+ 8 � 4�3 < 0:Using (13), one sees that the above polynomial is nonpositive at � = 8�.Therefore, we must have � > ��("), where ��(") 2 (0; 8�℄ is the �rst rootof the polynomial. Computing the �rst root expliitly, we arrive at expres-sion (4) for ��(").Proof of Corollary 1.2. We reall that Riiardi and Tarantello [RT98℄ haveestablished that there exists a nonzero one{dimensional solution of (1) if andonly if � > 4�2".The �rst statement of Corollary 1.2 follows from this fat and Theorem 1.1.To establish the seond statement, let " � "0. If � � 4�2" then 0 isthe unique solution by part (i), and as a onsequene it is also the uniqueminimizer. Now, if 4�2" < � � 8� then infE J �;" < 0 (see Proposition4.1(iii) for a proof of this fat, already established in [RT98℄). Hene, thereexists a nonzero minimizer (and therefore a nonzero solution).4 Some properties of J �;" and of its minimiz-ersThe following result shows that the energy of a minimizer an be estimatedfrom above using the �rst Bessel funtion. As a onsequene, one obtainsthat inf J �;" < 0 for � > 4�2" (see statement (iii) below). This fat, alreadyestablished in [RT98℄, has been used in the proof of Corollary 1.2.Proposition 4.1. (i) The following equality holds :I0(t) := Z 1=2�1=2 et os(2�y)dy = 1Xn=0 � tn2nn!�2 for all t 2 R:(ii) Let � � 0 and onsider ��(t) := �t2 � log I0(t). Then,inft>0��(t) < 0 if and only if � < 14 :12



(iii) Let v(x; y) = v(x) = os(2�"x). Then,J �;"(tv) = ���2"��1(t)for every t 2 R. In partiular, if � > 4�2" then J �;"(tv) < 0 for some t > 0.Proof. (i) Setting  (y) := os(2�y), we haveZ 1=2�1=2  (y)2n+1dy = 0 and Z 1=2�1=2  (y)2ndy = (2n� 1)(2n� 3) � � � 12nn! ;for all integer n � 0. The last equality follows easily integrating by parts (y)2n =  (y)2n�1 os(2�y). Thus,Z 1=2�1=2 et (y)dy = 1Xn=0 Z 1=2�1=2 (t (y))2n(2n)! dy = 1Xn=0 t2n(2n)! (2n� 1)(2n� 3) � � �12nn!= 1Xn=0 t2n2nn! 12nn! = 1Xn=0 � tn2nn!�2 :(ii) Using part (i) we have the following equivalenes:��(t) � 0 () e�t2 � I0(t) () 1Xn=0 (�t2)nn! � 1Xn=0 � tn2nn!�2() 1Xn=1 ��n � 122nn!� t2nn! � 0: (18)Now, if � � 1=4 then all oeÆients of the series in (18) are nonnegative,and hene ��(t) � 0 for all t � 0. On the other hand, if � < 1=4 then theoeÆient orresponding to n = 1 in (18) is negative, and therefore ��(t) < 0for t > 0 small.(iii) It is easy to hek thatJ �;"(t os(2�"x)) = ���2"t2� � log I0(t)� = ���2"��1(t):The seond assertion is an immediate onsequene of this equality and ofstatement (ii).The following result due to Kawohl (see [K85℄, page 82) establishes thatminimizers are Steiner symmetri with respet to both axis, up to a transla-tion. This is an interesting symmetry result that, however, we do not use inthis paper. More preisely, we have: 13



Proposition 4.2. (Kawohl) Let u be a nonzero minimizer of J �;" with itsmaximum loated at the origin. Then, the following hold :(i) u is an even funtion of x and of y.(ii) For every y �xed, u(x; y) is inreasing for x 2 (�1=(2"); 0) and dereasingfor x 2 (0; 1=(2")).(iii) For every x �xed, u(x; y) is inreasing for y 2 (�1=2; 0) and dereasingfor y 2 (0; 1=2).(iv) �u�� � 0 on �
".Note that (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii), together with the periodiity of u.A Maximum onformal radius of a retangleWe start this appendix realling the de�nition and some properties of theonformal radius of a domain.Let 
 be a simply onneted domain of R2 and let B1 = B1(0). Givenq 2 
, there exists a unique onformal map 'q : B1 ! 
, one to one andonto, suh that 'q(0) = q and '0q(0) > 0. De�ne the onformal radius of 
with respet to q as R
(q) = '0q(0), and the maximum onformal radius of
 as R
 = supq2
R
(q).It is easy to prove that if G(p; q) = � 12� log jp� qj+w(p; q) is the Green'sfuntion of 
 subjet to zero Dirihlet boundary onditions, where w is itsregular part, then R
(q) = expf2�w(q; q)g:If 
 � 
0 and 
 6= 
0, then R
 < R
0 . Indeed, let q 2 
, 'q be the uniqueonformal map de�ning R
(q), and  q be the unique onformal map de�ningR
0(q). Consider the analyti funtion 'q : B1 ! 
0, whih is not onto.It follows, by Shwarz Lemma applied to  �1q Æ 'q, that R
(q) = '0q(0) < 0q(0) = R
0(q).In partiular, the maximum onformal radius of the retangle 
", that wedenote by R", R" := R
" = R(�1=(2");1=(2"))�(�1=2;1=2) ;is dereasing in ".The maximum onformal radius of 
" is attained at the enter, that is,R" = R"(0). Indeed, if R" is attained in p 2 
" then, as a onsequene of thesymmetry of 
", it is also attained in �p. That is, R" = R"(�p). Let 'p and'�p be the unique onformal maps de�ning R"(p) and R"(�p), respetively.Consider  p = ('p + '�p)=2 : B1 ! 
" (whih perhaps is not onto) andnote that  p(0) = 0 and  0p(0) > 0. Using Shwarz Lemma as before, we14



dedue that R"(0) �  0p(0) = ('0p(0)+'0�p(0))=2 = R". Hene, the maximumonformal radius is attained at 0.An expliit formula for the maximum onformal radius of a retangle ofsides 1=" and 1 is given byR" = 2�  1 + 2 1Xn=1 e��n2" !�2 ; (19)as stated in page 253 of [PS51℄. The rest of this setion is dediated to givea proof of it {that we ould not �nd in the literature.As a onsequene of (19), lim"#0R" = 2=� (note that this value an alsobe omputed using a onformal map from the unit disk to the in�nite bandof width 1) and R1 ' 0:539.To prove (19), we introdue some notation. Consider !1; !3 2 C , !2 :=!1 + !3 and the lattie L := Z(2!1) + Z(2!3). For our purposes, we alwaystake !1; i!3 2 R.De�nition A.1. Given the lattie L, the P-Weierstrass funtion is de�nedby P(z) := 1z2 +Xw2L� 1(z � w)2 � 1w2� :Set ei := P(!i), i = 1; 2; 3. Given � 2 C and setting q := ei�� , the thirdtheta funtion is de�ned by�3(zj�) = 1 + 2 1Xn=1 qn2 os(2nz): (20)We de�ne �3(z) := �3(zj�) where � is hosen by � := !3=!1.The following properties of these funtions an be found in pages 150-163of [L89℄:1) The funtion P : C ! C is doubly periodi, with periods 2!1 and 2!3.Moreover, P(�z) = P(z).2) We have ei 2 R and e3 < e2 < e1: (21)3) P restrited to the retangle R of verties O!1!2!3 maps R onto the upperhalf-plane.4) From relation (6.8.12) of [L89℄ and sine P is even, we dedueP(!22 ) = e2 + fe2 � e1g1=2 fe2 � e3g1=2 : (22)15



5) We haveP 0(z) = �2 fP(z)� e1g1=2 fP(z)� e2g1=2 fP(z)� e3g1=2 ; (23)and (e1 � e3)1=2 = �2!1 �23(0): (24)We ompose the P-Weierstrass funtion with a M�obius map to obtain aonformal mapping from the retangle R to a ball. As a onsequene, weobtain the following formula for the maximum onformal radius of R.Proposition A.2. The maximum onformal radius _R of the retangle R isgiven by _R = 2 jImfP(!22 )gjjP 0(!22 )j = 2!1� 1�23(0) : (25)Formula (19) follows immediately from (25). Simply take !1 = 1, !3 = i=",and use (20).Proof of Proposition A.2. Given a onformal map f from R onto the ballB1(0), mapping !2=2 to 0, the maximum onformal radius of R is given byjf 0(!2=2)j�1.On the one hand, the Weierstrass funtion maps onformally R onto theupper half-plane. On the other hand, by setting p0 := P(!2=2), the M�obiustransformation h : z 7! z � p0z � �p0maps the upper half-plane onto B1(0). Therefore, h Æ P is a onformal mapfrom R onto B1(0) mapping !2=2 to 0. Now,(h Æ P)0(!22 ) = P 0(!22 )P(!22 )� P(!22 ) = 12 P 0(!22 )Im P(!22 ) ;whih yields the �rst equality of (25).Let us now prove the seond equality of (25). On the one hand, using (22)and (21), we dedue thatIm fP(!22 )g = (e1 � e2)1=2(e2 � e3)1=2: (26)On the other hand, by (23) and (22) we obtainfP 0(!22 )g2 = 4fP(!22 )� e1gfP(!22 )� e2gfP(!22 )� e3g= 4(e2 � e1)(e2 � e3)f(e2 � e1)1=2 + (e2 � e3)1=2g2:16
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